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Dear friends,
It is with great pride that we are sharing this annual report with you, having celebrated the 10year anniversary of the Home for Cooperation in 2021. Amid the global challenges of the past
year, the Home continues to grow with a strong physical presence in the buffer zone and an
increasing international engagement in peacebuilding dialogue.
As a civil society organization operating from the buffer zone, the past year has been
especially difficult. Nevertheless, it has marked our 10th year of existence, prompting us to
reflect on our accomplishments and successes, and restate our commitment to our values and
working principles. This process extends further to the renewal of the H4C’s logo. With this new
logo, we would like to underline the commitment of the H4C in embracing the diversity which
enriches our society. In embracing all the differences which characterize us. At the same time,
the H4C’s new logo celebrates all that connects us, and ultimately what makes our Home into
an open space, welcoming all, ready to be filled with new memories, energies, and visions.
We hope that you will share our excitement in this process of change and growth and join us in
our efforts towards paving the way for a better Cyprus, characterized by peace, diversity,
respect, and equality.
In this report you will find information about the Home’s achievements in 2021, the impact of
our work, our collaborators, and new partners, as well as upcoming projects. Together with
the staff and all our friends, we are determined to continue our work with increased
motivation and creativity for a better Cyprus.
We are entering 2022 with renewed determination and increased hope for a better future for
our island, we remain united in peace.

The Governing Board of the Home for Cooperation,
Kyriakos Pachoulides, Salpy Eskidjian Weiderud, Erbay Akansoy, Maria Zeniou,
Ayşenur Talat, Hüseyin Ergüven, Çağıl Özsoy
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ABOUT THE HOME
The Home for Cooperation was established by the Association for Historical Dialogue and
Research. Officially opening in 2011, the Home for Cooperation is a unique community centre
operating from the middle of the dividing lines in Cyprus, in the Ledra Palace area, UN Buffer
Zone, Nicosia.
Today the Home for Cooperation has become a landmark building in Nicosia, acting as a
bridge-builder between separated communities, memories and visions through its physical
presence and its peacebuilding programs benefiting from the transformative power of arts
and culture.
It provides working spaces and opportunities for non-governmental organisations and
individuals to design and implement innovative projects. As a unique venue, the Home, hosts
an extensive variety of cultural, artistic, and educational programs and activities aiming to
foster creativity and intercultural trust in Cyprus and abroad.
The Home for Cooperation project has been supported by the European Economic Area
Grants and Norway Grants. In 2020, the Home for Cooperation received the Active Citizens
Fund for the period 2020-2024 for the implementation of educational, cultural community
projects. www.eeagrants.org | www.norwaygrants.org

MISSION AND VISION
The Home for Cooperation enables initiatives that
the
contribute towards the communication,
interaction and exchange between people from
linguistic
and/or
religious
ethnic,
different
backgrounds at a local, regional, European and
international level. Its aim is to become a platform for
cultural expression through diverse mediums, to
inspire and promote creativity among local and
international artists. It offers its resources to support
cultural and educational activities that promote
dialogue, freedom of thinking and expression.

Home for Cooperation
envisions a better Cyprus,
characterized by peace, and
built upon the values of
diversity, respect, equality,
and human dignity.
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HIGHLIGHTS
2021 was a special year for us! In
celebrating our 10 years of existence
we restate our commitment to our
values and working principles. Our new
logo is a visual representation of how
we perceive Cyprus, as our home, and
how this relates to our work at the
Home for Cooperation: Our Home is
made up of different elements, unique
in their own way. Without all the
elements working together in unison,
the Home would cease to exist. Yet, at
the same time, the Home remains an
open space, welcoming all, ready to be
filled with new memories.

In October 2021, the United by Sound (UbS)
program and the song produced under this
program titled "The Time is Ripe" received a
prestigious recognition from the world-famous
travel guide platform Lonely Planet.
Nicosia was awarded in the “Community”
category and cited as a top city for a traveler
to visit, according to the Lonely Planet's “Best
in Travel 2022”, because of the Home's United
by Sound program.
UbS was cited as a successful community
program, putting Nicosia on the map and at
the 6th place, of the top 10 cities to visit in
2022, as the “brightest capital of Europe” and
a multicultural city with a rich history and
cultural heritage. The coexistence of different
the
in
investment
the
and
cultures
are
activities,
development of cultural
elements that highlight the uniqueness of the
city.
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OUR WORK
Buffer Fringe
Performing Arts Festival 2021
In 2021, the Home for Cooperation continued to bring communities of Cyprus together through
cultural and community programs. Buffer Fringe Performing Arts Festival bolstered the
peacebuilding mission of the Home for Cooperation through the transformative power of
performing arts. Between the 8th and 10th of October, Buffer Fringe 2021 featured
collaborations and partnerships with a diverse line-up of artists and organizations from
Cyprus and abroad, presenting original work on the theme of Displacement.
Collaborators, team members, volunteers and artists came from across Cyprus and abroad,
continuing the social and artistic dialogue, and embodying how communities touched by
conflict and division can come together with new ways of seeing the world.
The Festival hosted 59 artists from 12 countries, included 16 performances and events over 3
full days in 5 different venues across the divide in Nicosia, Famagusta and online, enabled 22
local and international partnerships and brought together 35 volunteers during the Festival
period.
Buffer Fringe 2021 also hosted a Hybrid Forum during which festival practitioners, performing
arts stakeholders and artists from around the world explored the role of festivals and
creativity in conflict transformation. A series of discussions took place online and physically at
the Home for Cooperation on the 11th and 12th of October. The Hybrid Forum was hosted by
Buffer Fringe and IMPACT (Imagining Together Platform for Arts, Culture and Conflict
Transformation) in collaboration with The Festival Academy.
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OUR WORK
United by Sound
United by Sound hosts
performances by established and upcoming
musicians across the divide at the Home for
venues
prompted
has
It
Cooperation.
throughout Cyprus to host musicians from both

The

program

sides of the divide and has initiated beautiful
collaborations. The program is committed to
supporting a new generation of emerging
Cypriot artists that view their music and its
innate excitement surrounding co-creation as
a response to the existing physical and mental
barriers.
In 2021, two live mini-concerts were organized
at the Home for Cooperation where musicians
and audiences proved once again that Cyprus
is too small to have two separate music
scenes. These concerts featured musicians
from the collective "Island Seeds", formed as a
result of "The Time is Ripe" tri-lingual song
for
Home
the
by
produced
project,
Cooperation in 2020.
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OUR WORK

City Tours

Language Classes

After the difficulties faced in 2020, due to
the pandemic and the closure of crossing
points, in 2021 we welcomed the possibility
of organizing tours across the divide once

Language barriers and the difficulty in
knowing where to begin forming personal
relationships are amongst the main
challenges that divide the people of
Cyprus. The aim of our language classes
in Greek and Turkish is to eliminate such

again.
In collaboration with the Association for
Historical Dialogue & Research, 8 walking
cycling tours were organized in 2021.
The tours explored the following topics:
a
as
Nicosia
Nicosia,
Sustainable
transforming city, Intercultural Nicosia,
Monuments and Commemorations, Difficult
Heritage in Nicosia, Colorful Expressions
from Nicosia and World Bicycle &
Environment Day.

barriers and enable people to come
together, and learn to speak to and
understand each other.
Building on the feedback received from
our participants previously, in 2021 the
courses were organized both in person, at
the Home for Cooperation and online, for
beginners and advanced students.
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OUR SPACES & SERVICES

Bookings & Event Organization
The Home offers attractive and well-equipped spaces to
hire for a range of activities, such as conferences,
workshops, meeting, press conferences, film screenings
and exhibitions. The rooms can be set-up according to
the needs of each event, and the equipment available
includes translation booths, exhibition panels and more.

Office Spaces
A big family of the civil society shares the Home for
Cooperation, contributing to and supporting each
other’s work. The Home offers office spaces to
organizations and individuals working on intercommunal
cooperation in the fields of education, art, culture,
research, and sports.

Co-working Space
The Home offers a co-working space to organizations,
teams and individuals who want to enjoy a little more
flexibility and an alternative place to work yet be part of
the community of the Home for Cooperation. The H4C
offers a safe environment with easy access from both
sides of the divide.
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OUR SPACES & SERVICES

THE HOME CAFE
The Home Cafe by the Home for Cooperation – Nicosia’s most unique cafe located on the ground floor of
the Home for Cooperation building, brings people together from all around the world.
At The Home Cafe, coffee is always freshly roasted and goes along perfectly with the delicious
homemade snacks, in a cosy atmosphere. It is an ideal place to study, read, have a meeting, and
organize an event.
In addition to the seasonal menu offering visitors homemade, healthy, and tasty lunch, dessert and snack
options, The Home Cafe provides catering services for bookings at the Home for Cooperation as well as
for activities taking place in other venues located in and around the Ledra Palace area, Buffer Zone.
The Home Cafe hosts the library of the Association for Historical Dialogue and Research composed of
over 2500 books, and a collection of souvenirs inspired by the everyday scenes of Old Nicosia.
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RESIDENT NGOs
Association for Historical Dialogue & Research (AHDR)
A multicommunal, non-for-profit NGO established in Nicosia in 2003.
AHDR has enlisted members from various ethnic, linguistic, and
professional backgrounds of various educational levels, making the first
steps to a greater effort for a continuous, open dialogue about
enhanced pedagogic practices in the discipline of history.

Cyprus Dialogue Forum (CDF)
CDF is a non-formal dialogue that aims to support and complement the
formal peace process in Cyprus, by providing for the first time in the
history of Cyprus' conflict a safe space for broad based participation and
knowledge sharing, to act as an accompanying change mechanism to the
formal peace process.
Humanitarian Relief Mission (HRM)
HRM was established in 1998 to support and enable efforts of local
stakeholders to advocate for human rights, basic freedoms and
sustainable peace in Cyprus. It responds to the needs and requests of
concerned stakeholders, supporting dialogue processes and
consultations to reach common values, cooperation and solidarity.

Office of the Religious Track of the Cyprus Peace Process
(RTCYPP)
The RTCYPP under the Auspices of the Embassy of Sweden is a
peace building initiative in Cyprus, encouraging the religious
leaders of the island to engage constructively in the Cyprus
peace process. Since 2009, it has succeeded to bring all 5
religious leaders of Cyprus together for an engaged and
honest dialogue.
PeacePlayers Cyprus (PP-CY)
A locally led, non-profit organization in Cyprus, which uses
basketball to allow 8 to 18-year-old Greek-Cypriot and TurkishCypriot boys and girls to interact. It is the only year-round
bicommunal youth sports organization in Cyprus, working
towards reversing prejudices and fostering the long-term trust
necessary for true friendship.
Voice of the Island (VOI)
VOI is an online newspaper founded in 2016, under Umut Rüzgar
Medya & Haber Ajansı company. It is Cyprus’s only Turkish and
Greek language online newspaper, offering a new view for Cyprus
media, aiming to be a strong instrument for both communities’
news traffic. www.voiceoftheisland.com
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IMPACT

25K

53.2K
ONLINE ENGAGEMENT

ONLINE FOLLOWERS

Number of people engaged in online

Number of online followers of the H4C

activities of the H4C in 2021, including

and connected social media channels,

the

Buffer

Fringe

Performing

Arts

including

Buffer

Fringe

Performing

Festival, United by Sound, The Home

Arts Festival and The Home Cafe, on

Cafe, Language classes, tours, events

Facebook,

and other activities.

LinkedIn and YouTube subscribers in

Instagram,

Twitter,

2021.

6.5K

AUDIENCE GROWTH

PHYSICAL PRESENCE

40,000

Number of people who attended events
organized or hosted by the Home for
Cooperation and The Home Cafe in

30,000

2021.
20,000

360

10,000

EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
the

changing

measures

and

restrictions, in 2021 we organized and
hosted in total 360 events, including
meetings,
nights.

trainings,

and

live

music
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
ANNUAL INCOME

SUSTAINABILITY

The chart illustrates the income allocation
between the different sections of the services
and projects of the Home for Cooperation for
the period from the 1st of January to 31st of

The graph illustrates the increase of
the financial sustainability of the
Home for Cooperation for the period
2011 - 2021 along with the financial

December 2021.

impact of the pandemic.
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OUR STORIES
Our stories bring us together

"Over the last few years, leading the walks around the city has given
me absolute joy and inspiration. As a person who is deeply charmed
by the history and the beauty of the walled city of Nicosia, I feel great
excitement when given the opportunity to share some of the city's
stories with people who come to these events, driven by curiosity.
Through these organized walks, the Home for Cooperation offers
people the opportunity to see the entire city of Nicosia beyond its
barriers, and I feel that leading them is a great privilege."
Marios Antoniou, PhD, Tour Leader
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OUR STORIES
Our stories bring us together

"When a festival is more than a festival. When a festival is
performing precisely on the edge of lines. When a festival is
able to move those lines: between north and south, between
inside and outside, between intimate and common sense.. in
Buffer Fringe Festival I felt those powerful lines and the way
the team of the festival makes them tremble, move and
vibrate. I heard, I felt, its resonance. A long long long,
borderless sound, crossing the lines. We lived with K&A, a
moment of exception. The kind of moment you often go back
to in your memory… to walk in between the lines of emotions."
Alexandra from K&A @ Buffer Fringe 2020-21
"The geopolitical situation of Cyprus, is creating an ever
present context in which the festival and the artistic projects
have to position themselves. We were deeply touched as
humans and as artists by an approach of fierce listening,
nuanced

intelligence

and

deep

knowledge.

We

were

intrigued by the created environment that encouraged
curiosity, empathy and humanity. We strongly believe that it is
these

kind

of

approaches

that

actively

fundamentals of a better future."
Karla from K&A @ Buffer Fringe 2020-21

construct

the

WHAT'S AHEAD

LANGUAGE CLASSES
Offering community members a variety of
different learning opportunities for personal
growth, our Turkish and Greek language
classes continue in 2022 in physical and
digital formats.

UNITED BY SOUND
In 2022, a series of workshops and writing
sessions is organized, where Island Seeds
Musicians will meet to exchange ideas and
experiences and co-create, culminating in
the premier performance of the Island
Seeds Band on the H4C Anniversary on the
17th of May.
The project will involve 8 participants, 4
from the north and 4 from the south, a mix
of musicians, songwriters and singers.

15
15

BUFFER FRINGE PERFORMING
ARTS FESTIVAL 2022
7-8-9 October, 2022
The 9th edition of Buffer Fringe aims to
is
who
on
discussion
a
initiate
(beyond)
Pockets
why.
and
visible/invisible
become a space to start thinking about
difference and identity, past and present,
inside and outside, inclusion and exclusion.

NICOSIA CITY TOURS
We continue to design and implement guided
walking and cycling tours across the divide in
Nicosia, with new themes and a new
approach, to bring even more people together
to experience our city in fascinating ways, in
for
Association
the
with
collaboration
Historical Dialogue & Research.

DIVIDED STILL
A mini documentary on the impact of the
closure of crossing points in Cyprus, as a
measure to prevent the spread of Covid-19.
Divided Still, directed by Antonis Pouliasis
and produced by the Home for Cooperation
aims to present how vital the existing crossing
points are, not only for intercommunal
relations but also for the daily life of the
island's inhabitants.
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HANDS ON DECK
GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Erbay Akansoy, Kyriakos Pachoulides, Maria Zeniou, Salpy Eskidjian
Talat, Hüseyin Ergüven

H4C TEAM
Lefki Lambrou, Director
Andri Christofides, Manager
Hayriye Rüzgar, Communications
Officer
Marilena Spyrou, Accounting
Operations Officer
Nihal Soğancı, Project Officer
Cemil Bayhanlı, Administration
Officer
Amadou Maniga, Intern
Lilly Bethencourt, Intern

THE HOME CAFE TEAM
Afroditi Karagiorgi, Manager
Feray Yalçuk, Barista
Maria Loucaidou, Cook
Manolis Melissaris, Cook
Şenel Kim, Barista
Tayfun Altaner, Barista

Çağıl Özsoy, Ayşenur
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EXTENDED TEAM
H4C CARETAKERS
Chara Theodorou
Derya Deniz
Othonas Charalambous
Maria Pari
Amanda Kafantari

H4C PROGRAMS'
COORDINATORS,
INSTRUCTORS &
PARTNERS
Ellada Evangelou
Diomedes Koufteros
Maria Varnakkidou
Zoe Kakota
Mary Spyrou
Panagiota Zintili
Maria Andreou
Theodora Antarti
Lefteris Moumtzis
Ioanna Christou
Hazel Şabanlar
Kyriaki Christodoulou
Yaren Eriz
Antigone Michael
Marios Antoniou
Derviş Zeybek
Marios Epaminondas
Myrto Skouroupathi
Vijdan Şengör
Antonis Pouliasis
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THANK YOU
PARTNERS

FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS

Association for Historical Dialogue and
Research
ASFAR
Innovation in Politics
IMPACT, Brandeis University
European Commission in Cyprus

Active Citizens Fund/EEA and Norway Grants
2014-2021
Embassy of Norway in Athens
Embassy of Sweden in Cyprus
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany

Goethe Institute Cyprus
French Institute Cyprus
Centre of Performing Arts Mitos
Mağusa Kale Pasajı
NiMAC and the Pop-up Festival
Yuka Blend Street Festival
Anima Fest Cyprus
Famagusta New Museum

in Cyprus
British High Commission in Cyprus
The Embassy of Ireland in Cyprus
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in
Cyprus
Embassy of France in Cyprus
Youth Board Cyprus
European Cultural Foundation

SPACE
The Festival Academy

IN-KIND SUPPORTERS
Embassy of the Slovak Republic in Nicosia
UNFICYP
Grant Xperts
Vienna Bakeries

ANNUAL REPORT
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JOIN US!
Become a supporter
www.home4cooperation.info

CONTACT US

FOLLOW US

+357 22 44 57 40
+90 548 834 5740

/Home4Cooperation

admin@home4cooperation.info

home4cooperation

Markou Drakou 28,
1102, Nicosia, Cyprus

@H4Cooperation

Home for Cooperation

home-for-cooperation

Home for Cooperation project is implemented by the Association for Historical
Dialogue and Research with the financial support of the Active Citizens Fund.

